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Bronze Brooch 

Bronze Brooch 

Bronze Brooch 

Bronze Brooch 

Bronze Brooch 
No · '2.{:, 

flat bow w groove down central ridge to foot 
two other grooves either side half-way-circular 
and triangular holes in catchplate . 
broken - no head. 

lower part of bow only - flattened. 
beginning of catch-plate on back. 
narrow knurled marginal ridges-
two grooves down side of central ridge 
knurled on edges either side of incised 
central pattern, above two grooves and 
two cross mouldings the lower one incised 
in diagonal lines. 
Bagendon or Hod Hill? 

rounded bow only - patterned catchplate 
broken but w 2 perforations - round or triangular 
undecorated 
probably Colchester desivative 

rectangular plate brooch with raised centre 
with seven enamel panels - green, blue, red, 
blue, red, blue, green - six lugs -
one at each end over pin hinge and catchplate 
and two on each side - stamped with concentric 
rings and two smaller ones at each short end 
of rectangle - knurled all round raised centre 
and round neck edges at hinge and catchplate -
pin complete - catchplate broken. 

very simple Hod Hill? 40mm long -
single deep groove down centre bow between 
marginal ridges with horizontal incised lines 
regularily spaced across it - hinged w pin missing 
incipient foot knob - solid catchplate. 

Hinged brooch pin - 34mm long. 

Hod Hill - oblong bow w 2 grooves between raised 
marginal and central ridges with knurled decoration
side lugs at lower corners-2 cross ridges with groove 
between at foot-solid catchplate. 
Hinge box and pin missing. 

Flattened section brooch pin - probably from a 
penannular brooch. 

Flattened bow of heavy Nauheim derivative -
no decoration - solid catchplate. 
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Plain bow and catchplate of Iron Brooch. 
Solid catchplate - central knob on bow maybe 
solidified corrosion rather than decoration. 

Pin of rounded section from spring brooch 

Substantial example of Colchester Brooch - spring 
and pin missing - two slightly incised cross grooves 
at foot - slightly incised marginal grooves -
incised zig-zag decoration on crest. 
triangular perforation in catchplate. 

Broken bow and foot of Bagendon Type C? 
3 lugs each side of oblong bow w deep central groove 
Hinge box, hinge and pin missing - raised cross 
ridge on foot. Solid catchplate. 

Iron Brooch - plain tapering hinged bow - pin and 
catchplate missing. 

Foot only of plain Colchester derivative type 
two incised cross grooves at base of foot 
catchplate perforatedwith1 triangular and 1 round 
hole. 

Plain mis-shapen penannular Brooch of round 
section wirelrolled over and flattened terminals. 

Plain undecorated Colchester type of copper alloy. 
Spring of 8 turns - pin missing - plain bow with 
foot and catchplate missing. 

Bow and foot of Nauheim Derivative. 
Central vertical zig-zag decoration on bow between 
incised marginal grooves (lines). solid catchplate. 

Hinged Brooch of Hod Hill type. 
Oblong bow w deep central lateral groove between 
2 ridges and two smaller outer grooves and marginal 
ridges, - close groove between two ridges on foot -
pin missing - solid catchplate. 

Hinged Brooch of Hod Hill type. 
Oblong bow w deep central lateral groove flanked 
by two shallower grooves - knurled along ridges 
between them - two lugs at bottom corners of oblong 
plate-divided from foot by two deep cross grooves and 
ridges - marginal lateral incised lines along foot 
part of bow ending in two more cross grooves and 
ridges and a toe knob. - tinned or silvered. 
Pin missing - solid catchplate . 
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Two piece brooch - spring and pin missing 
undecorated wings - central lateral ridge down bow-
deliberately flattened - incised marginal grooves 
down bow - pierced _catchplat~ - two more perforations 
at edge where bent up. (ending in'toe-knob) 

Iron Brooch - Colchester 
Curved bow - part of cord extant but spring and 
pin missing - copper alloy inlay on wings but only 
right side inlay still extant - centre inlaid 
lateral groove down bow also decorated with incised 
pattern - solid catchplate. 

Bow and foot only - Flattened and distorted (Aucissa?) 
Decorative beaded central lateral ridge down bow 
between two deep grooves separated from foot by 
2 cross ridges and 3 grooves - solid catchplate -
twisted and mis-shapen. 

Colchester derivative - Harlow type - complete 
w pin. Spring of 9 turns - high crest on bow -
raised lateral ridge l;li:!t\tJeen 
2 deep marginal grooves aown centre bow. 
triangular perforation in catchplate. 
bent and distorted. 

Colchester 
Spring of 8 turns - pin extant complete 
plain wings - decorated crest with incised zig-zag 
shallow incised marginal grooves. 
bow broken - foot missing 

Colchester 
Spring of 8 turns - pin missing 
plain wings - incised zig-zag decoration below crest 
on bow - solid catchplate. 

Colchester 
Spring of 7 turns - complete 
plain wings - incised zig-zag decoration below crest 
on bow - solid catchplate. 

Iron Brooch - plain tapering hinged bow - pin and 
catchplate missing. 

Foot only of plain Colchester derivative type 
two incised cross grooves at base of foot 
catchplate perforated with 1 triangular and 
1 round hole. 

Plain mis-shapen penannular Brooch of round section 
wire - rolled over and flattened terminals. 

Plain undecorated Colchester type of copper alloy. 
Spring of 8 turns - pin missing - plain bow with 
foot and catchplate missing. 
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Bow and foot of Nauheim Derivative 
Central vertical zig-zag decoration on bow 
between incised marginal grooves (lines) ~ 
Solid Catchplate 

Hinged Brooch of Hod Hill type 
Oblong bow with deep central lateral groove 
between 2 ridges and two smaller outer grooves 
and marginal ridges - cross groove between two 
ridges on foot - pin missing - solid catchplate. 

Hinged Brooch of Hod Hill type 
Oblong bow with deep central lateral groove flanked 
by two shallower grooves - knurled along ridges 
between them - two lugs at bottom corners of oblong 
plate divided from foot by two deep cross grooves 
and ridges - marginal lateral incised lines along 
foot past of bow ending in two more cross grooves 
and ridges and a toe knob. 
Pin missing - solid catchplate. 

Two piece brooch - spring and pin missing 
?unde ~crated wings - central lateral ridge down bow
deliberately flatte~ed - incised marginal grooves 
down bow - pierced catchplate - two more perforations 
ending in toe-knob at edge where bent up. 

Colchester Variant - 2 part 
9 5/4 springs - pin in tact 
plain rounded bow - grooved wings - 1 on each side 
flanked by knurled ridges 
zoomowphic crest 
pierced catchplate - broken - knob at top in 
inside centre (to stop pin springing out? 
a safety catch?) 
2 rows of incised vertical pattern at join of 
c/p to bowfoot. 

Colchester 2 part 
superior chord-spring of7coils- spring missing 
central groove 2/3j down centre of bow-knurled 
either side of groove. plain wings 
triangular perforation in catchplate. 

Colchester - 2 part 
4 springs extant on one side - spring uncoiled on 
other. plain wings 
bow has incised zig-zag decoration from 
below crest to foot on raised central ridge with 
deep marginal ve~tical grooves on either side. 
plain catchplate - pin missing - broken in antiquity 

Colchester Variant 
Central ridge with wide marginal grooves down bow -
extended crest to halfway - plain wing - one broken off 
spring broken - one half extended - pin missing 
broken across in antiquity - twisted too --
catchplate complete with triangular perforation. 
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Iron Brooch - plain tapering hinged bow -
pin and catchplate missing. 

Foot only of plain Colchester derivative type 
two incised cross grooves at base of foot 
catchplate perforated to 1 triangular and 
1 round hole. 

Plain misshapen penannular Brooch of round 
section wire - rolled over and flattered 
terminals. 

Plain undecorated Colchester type of copper alloy. 
Spring of 8 turns - pin missing - plain bow with 
foot and catchplate missing. 

Bow and foot of Nauheim Derivative. 
Central vertical zig-zag decoration on bow between 
incised marginal grooves (lines) 
Solid Catchplate. 

Hinged Brooch of Hod Hill type 
Oblong bow with deep central lateral groove 
between two ridges and two smaller outer grooves 
and marginal ridges - cross groove between two ridges 
on foot - pin missing - solid catchplate. 

Hinged Brooch of Hod Hill type 
Oblong bow with deep central lateral groove flanked by 
two shallower grooves - knurled along ridges between 
them - two lugs at bottom corners of oblong plate 
divided from foot by two deep cross grooves and ridges -
marginal lateral incised lines along foot part of bow 
ending in two more cross grooves and ridges and a toe 
knob. 
Pin missing - solid catchplate. 

Two piece brooch - spring and pin missing. 
?undecorated wings - central lateral ridge down bow -
deliberately flattened - incised marginal grooves 
down bow - pierced catchplate - two more perforations 
ending in toe-knob at edge where bent up. 

Hod Hill type with 7 very bold transverse mouldings 
occupying half it's length - close parallel from 
Colchester. Pin missing - circular perforation in 
catchplate. 
Fishbourne - page 100, fig.38, No.25 

Colchester 
plain wings - Knurled decoration on crest -
bow broken off below crest - part of crest broken 
at join - spring of 6 coils - pin complete. 
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Nauheim deriv 
plain bow - coils 
catchpl broken -
with · cised zig-za pattern. 

Nauheim ge~tive 
plain~ow. spring of 3 coils 
pirylll.llsing. catch plate _9.ro · 

Colchester - two parts 

- ~~~t~d-"pin ~~~~g 
ro~_.,e inter~edge 

complete -

plain rounded bgw with high arch -/ catchpla broken 
off. plain un6ecorated wings - one broke off 
half spring of 3 turn exten~with rod a hook - pin 
missing~ poor condition~ spring co oded. 

Nauheim derivative 
plain bow - 2 coils of spring - rest and pin missing 
catchplate broken - decorated round the internal edge 
with incised zig-zag pattern. 

Nauheim derivative 
plain bow - spring of 3 coils and chord complete 
pin missing . catchplate broken. 

Colchester - two parts 
plain rounded bow with high arch - catchplate broken off. 
plain undecorated wings - one broken off 
half spring of 3 turns extent with rod and hook, pin 
missing in poor condition - spring corroded. 

Hod Hill - Simple 
prominent knurled ridge down centre of bow with deep 
grooves and knurled marginal ridges either side. 
incised marginal lines on foot which is divided from 
bow by cross ridge - two cross ridges on the -
complete plain footplate - hinged pin; half missing -
traces of silvering. 

Hod Hill - Simple 
small example with plain flat ridge between deep 
marginal grooves down centre of bow - divided from 
foot with deep transverse cross groove and ridge -
deep cross groove and ridge above toe knob - plain 
catchplate - broken at hinge-pin missing 

Hod Hill - Simple 
Small example - deep groove between pronounced 
marginal ridges down centre of bow - 2 cross ridges 
waisted between dividing bow from foot - foot broken off 
just below start of catchplate. 
Hinged - pin and hinge missing. 

Aucissa 
High bow - central groove between 2 ridges and 2 
grooves and marginal ridges - central groove decorated 
with raised zig-zag pattern - divided from foot with 
1 cross ridge and 2 grooves 
complete catchplate - pin missing. 
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Hod Hill 
Bow only - foot broken off above catchplate -
hinged - pin missing. 
Oblong bow tapering towards top - two pronounced 
vertical grooves - central and marginal ridges 
knurled - deep cross grooves at top and bottom of 
bow - lugs at the bottom corners of oblong - lefthand 
one partly broken off. 

Hod Hill 
bow and footplate - head missing - pin missing 
Oblong bow - two vertical groove with very pronounced 
flattened ridge between - decorated with central 
ridge of stab decoration between 2 ridges of knurling 
- plain marginal ridges. 
Long foot plate with slightly off centre toe knob -
plain catchplate, slightly damaged - silvered all over 
- fine incised marginal line on footplate 

Crescent shaped plate brooch. - early 1st century. 
Claudian hinged - ornamental end-knobs and sunk 
central disk of concentric circles probably for 
enamel decoration hinged but pin missing -
catchplate broken. 

Crescent shaped plate brooch - early 1st century 
Bottom part of undecorated brooch - similar to 9 above. 
solid catchplate with turned over edge broken off. 

Simple Hod Hill 
Lower bow and foot only - plain, solid catchplate. 
Oblong bow with marginal ridges and deep grooves 
either side of wide grooved ridge - vertical 
knurling either side of central groove -
foot divided from bow by two cross grooves and ridge 
horizontal knurling on central ridge. 

Wheel Brooch. Claudian 
Flat wheel-shaped plate brooch- central perforation in 
stamped disk probably held knob-seating ring implied 
of Canulodunum p.g. 326 plate XCVIII No.177 
hinged - pin missing 

Head and ~ bow of Langton Down Type 
Box enclosing 2 bars and spring pin which is bent up 
over top. - Wings have 2 vertical grooves outside the 
stamped pattern of lines and dots within bands on 
box front, heavily incised pattern of vertical grooves 
down bow. 
~a..ldock.: p ~ IIIo 1 t--o' S'7 
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Thistle or Rosette 
Part of large example - plate broken - spring cover/box 
extent but prised open on one side - spring and pin missing 

Bagendon - derivative. - or Hod Hill 
Oblong bow - decorated w 4 cresent shaped inc1s1ons 
originally filled w riells either side of raised central ridge 
divided from foot by stepped cross-ridge - plain leg w 
small toe knob - solid catchplate. 
hinge and pin missing - top troken at central perforation 

Iron Brooch 
Flat section bow - tapering towards foot - catchplate missing. 
Spring of 8 turns - pin missing - original curved bow now 
flattened and plain wings also turned downwards. 

Iron Brooch 
Plain bow - hinged - pin missing catch missing 
circular dots in irregular pattern down centre of bow. 

Iron Brooch 
Nauheim Derivative - 4 springs, 1 broken, pin missing - bow only 
Bow broken and catchplate missing. 

Iron Colchester 
Plain wings - inset bronze strip down centre of bow 
spring of 8 turns - atchplate broken off - pin missing. 

Iron Aucissa 
raised central ridge between two grooves down centre of bow. 
Complete with hinged pin. 
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